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THE ECIS IIGREAT ADVENTUREI'
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Presidential Assistant Henry A. Kissingerrs cal I for rra new Atlantic
at a time when the Community is devoting increasing
attention to its external relations. 0n Apri I 5, EC Commission Vice
President Christopher Soames addressed the issues of Community
relations with developing countries and the upcoming world trade
tallcs. The text of the speech given at a Time magazine dinner in
Brussels follows:
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Charterrrcomes

'rWe are engaged now on a great adventure: the creation of new
policies, in the face of new historic challenges, for a new political
animal -- a European Community enlarged by three new members, and
which, as a result of that enlargement, has transformed not only its
own nature but also its relations with the rest of the world.
I'ln the past, it has largely been what was going on in Europe
that determined the Communityrs actions, the shape of its
institutions, indeed its character and essence. ln the future,
believe, a united Europe will increasingly have to meet the demands
not only of our internal problems, but even more -- indeed above
all -- the demands that are made on us by world problems. lt is
our response to these challenges, on our contribution to these
world tasks, that we shal I be judged.
I

"[0n Apri I 4] the Conmiss ion adopted two crucial documents:
one on our overall view of the forthcoming world trade negotiations;
the other on our future relations with certain overseas developing
countries with whom member states have special relations....
Together they represent and highlight a large part of the reappraisal
of our external relations on which the Commission has been engaged
and to which the Council of Ministers will now be turning its

attention.
rrl would like to say a few words about both these papers.
First a word about our special links with certain developing countries.
I know they have formed the target of some criticisms in the United
States -- not because they are of any major economic significance,
no one would pretend that, but on doctrinal grounds.

r'l

must confess that if we started the world today from scratch,
might
be Iittle reason for us to go out of our way to do more
there
for one developing country ttran another, except on economic criteria.
But we donrt start from scratch. ln building the future, we have to
take account of the realities of the present and the past. Several
of the original member states had thei r historic connections in
Africa, in the Mediterranean, and elsewhere. 0ther African countries,
and a number of srnall islands dotted about the oceans, have been
relying heavily on Britain through their Commonwealth connection.
\^/e could not, in coming together to increase our own prosperity,
to make a more effective contribution to the future of the world,
have started by sacri fici ng the vi tal i nterests of these developi ng
countries. Their acquired I inks, their heavy economic dependence
on us, the legal commitments we had made to them could not be ignored

or

broken.
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3rrThat

is why the community originally committed itself to its
existing associates; and that is why, in the Treaty of Accession,
al I the member states of the enlarged community pledged themselves
also to offer certain independent commonwealth countries special
arrangements sui ted to thei r development needs. The negotiations
with these countries are to start this August, and let me tell you
something of the main features as I see them of the commissionrs
approach to th i s.
I'First of al I -- and this is basic to the whole concept -- we
believe that, given our limited resources, we will have to continue
to do proportionately more for these countries than we are able to
do for the rest of the developing world. 0n aid, for instance, of
course our individual member states have bi Iateral prograrns al I over
the world and also make their contribution to multilateral programs
on a world scale. ln our aid programs we have not, over the past
few years, fal len behind what other countries are doing. lndeed
the I per cent of our gross national product going to finance
development all over the world has compared very favorably with
most other peoplesr. So we do not real ly bel ieve that, compared
with other countries, our member states are neglecting those
developing countries with whom we have no special I inks. But over
and above that general worldwide aid given by our member states,
we are pledged, as a community, to give special aid to our associates.
That is a pledge we shal I honor.
rrOn

trade the Community has for nearly two years now been
operating a general ized preference system for the benefit of all
developi ng countries worl dwide, whether associated or not. We
very much hope that the united states will, in its turn, not wait much
longer before implementing a general ized preference system of its
own. We would ourselves like to improve our system and to make
it more generous in the future by including more products, by raising
import ceilings, and in other ways. But we will have to look to
other industrial ized countries to mal,.e a s imilar ef fort. The
commission regards this as an essential part of its overall approach
to the forthcoming trade negotiations.
rrl'lonetheless, we

stil I also see it as our duty to ensure that
the associated states, who number among them some of the least
developed countries in the world, should be given additional
advantages on our markets. They are dependent for the bulk of their
exports on a very few products, which historically they have always
sold on our markets. They must continue to be able to do so.
0therwise we run the serious risk of creating economic followed by
political vacuums with all the dangers that would involve for the
l,/estern world as a whole. I,Je are dealing on the one hand with the
continent of Africa, the political importance of which I need hardly
stress to you tonight; and we are dealing on the other hand with a
host of small islands dotted over the oceans, whose economies are
weak, whose populations are smal I, but whose pol i tical importance
in global terms we must not underestimate. Because of our history
we carry a special burden and responsibi I ity here. 0nly we can
shoulder it -- who else could or would take it on? l.Je are not
complaining about it -- but I fail to see why others should.
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rrThat being said, I must also make it clear that the Conrnunity
does not seek to extend its policy of association and preferential
trade agreements beyond the Iimits which history and close geographical
I inks have made necessary. 1n fact I say quite categorical Iy that
the Commission, having considered this question, has no intention
of proposing any additional agreements of a preferential kind with
countries which I ie outside Africa, the Mediterranean basin, and the
I ist of other developing countries referred to specifical ly in the
Treaty of Accession. The Iist of these countries may look long, but
let us look at it in perspective. Al I these developing countries
between them represent a mere ninth of the gross national product
of the developing world as a wlrole and a minute proportion of world
weal th and trade.

next point is that we do not propose to ask for any reverse
preferences from anyone. The Commission has made it abundantly clear
in the paper which it adopted April 4 that it believes we should not
seek any preference for our goods on any markets as against American
goods, or Japanese goods, or those of any other trading country. The
Community will not make the benefits of technical and financial
cooperation, nor of tariff preferences, dependent in any way on the
existence of reciprocal trade preferences in its favor. Any
Mediterranean country, any present associate, any new country that
joins the next convention of association will be free to use its own
tariff sovereignty.
rrMy

rrThe Commissionrs proposal is based on a free trade area. Not
because of what we want, but to conform with GATT [General Agreement

Tariffs and Trade] rules, our associates will have gradually to
abolish their customs tariffs on our goods. But they would be free
to offer the same treatment to others in return for what they will.
Equal ly, nothing would prevent them from levying non-discriminatory
fiscal duties on al I imports, including those from the Community,
and from protecting thei r new industries against imports from al I
sources. For we fully recognize the needs both of their budgets and
of their own economic development.

on

rrThen there
many of these

is the problem of the extreme degree of dependence
countries on a single commodity. ln Protocol 22 of
the Accession Treaty, the Community declaredtits firm purpose'to
safeguard the interests of'all the countries referred to in this
Protocol whose economies depend to a considerable extent on the export
of primary products and particularly of sugar.r That is a pledge
which we take very seriously indeed. We must find means of stabilizing
their export receipts and also safeguarding their levels of employment.
That will not be easy; it may also not be cheap. Moreover, we must
be careful to avoid freezing the economic structure of these
developing countries in the production of commodities that have an
indifferent future on world markets, and at the same time also
encourage the conclusion (or the further development) of suitable
arrangements on a world scale.
of
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rrThat is how the Commiss ion sees the f uture relat ionship with
these countries. llow we want as many of them as possible to come to
the negotiating table. We pose no precondi tions. We want them to
come and talk to us, to explain their concerns, and to help us to
find together the most appropriate solutions for thei r problems.

o
o

rrLet me now turn to our relations with our industrial ized
partners, notably wi th the Uni ted States, the greatest economic
colossus in the world, and Japan, the most dynamic and successful
of the major trading nations. I bracket them together very
consciously and by design.

z

rrWith the United States, many of our European countries have
ancient I inks. They are I inks of kinship and history, I inks of
shared battles and common fortune, simi Iari ties in cul ture and in
social systems. Today we have major areas of convergence in our
foreign pol icy objectives, we have new I inks through multinational
companies, and we are IinkeC, too, by the efforts which the United
States is making, along with ourselves, in our common alliance for
our common security. lt is with this total context of many intertwining
ties in mind that we should seek together in the negotiations to come
to do all we can to resolve sources of friction between us and to
cement our various cooperative endeavors. I have no doubt that
these negotiations wi I I be tough. Domestic pressures on both sides
of the Atlantic will be exerted that could wreck what, between us,
we hope to do. But given patience, cool tempers, and creative
intel I igence, we should succeed.
trWith Japan there

is no such historic I ink of kinship or
sentiment; tlre physical distance that divides us is matched only
by the difference between ourselves and thei r ancient, traditional
cul ture. But many of the chal lenges faced by our VJestern societies
are being faced now, sometimes in even acuter form, by the Japanese.
ln the Ievel of their industrial ization and technology, in the
thrust of thei r exports, in thei r contribution to the development
of As ia, the Japanese have secured thei r pos i t ion a longs i de the
rest of the industrial ized world. Japan, an island off the great
shore of Asia, could feel as isoalted without America and Europe
as we in Europe would feel isolated without our partnership with
the United States. An uncertain, anchorless Japan, a Japan that
is -- or feels -- excluded and cold-shouldered by the \y'est would
bode no good to the stability of our modern world. lt may be
healthy that the bi Iateral European-American relationship should
be reinforced by a subtler triangular one in which Japan is brought
on the same basis into our consultations on trade, on money, on the
crucial and pressing issues of the worldrs future suppl ies of
energy, on research, on international investment, on development aid,
and on whatever else is of their concern as much as ours.
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6rrThis will al I be highl ighted in the great trade negotiations
which will we hope open this autumn, designed to carry the world
along the road of trade I iberal ization on a reciprocal basis. I
will not go tonight into the details of the paper the Commission
has sent to the Council on this subject. I would simply sum up our
proposals as fol lows: a significant further reduction in industrial
tariffs, a serious negotiation on agricul ture, a package of measures
as large as possible to reduce new tariff barriers, a careful Iook
at safeguard procedures, and a constructive effort to improve the
posi tion of the developing countries in the world trading system.
"We consider these negotiations to be of the highest importance,
we do not go forward together we are all too liable to slip

for if
back.

ilYou may have seen reports

of a recent study published by the
Brookings lnstitution which set out to calculate the cost to the
American consumer of the present level of United States protection.
It put the cost at between $3 bi I I ion and $E Ui I I ion a year. \"Jhateve
precise figures, the cost very clearly i s enormous. There must be
a similar cost to us Europeans, and of course also to the Japanese,
and to other countriesrconsumers, in terms of higher prices paid
for domestically produced goods, of loss of quality competition,
and loss of choice. ln the face of protectionist pressures from
vested interests on the producer side, it is our responsibility
never to forget the perhaps Iess vocal but at least equally important
consumer interests of the broad mass of our peoples.
rrJust one I ast word on monetary quest ions. We have recently
been living through the most profound disturbance in the worldrs
monetary system since the war. But that does not in any way
diminish the need to I iberal ize world trade. 0n the other hand,
the Iarge-scale i nternational benefi ts which we hope wi I I flow from
these negotiations would be seriously jeopardized if ways are now
found to shield the world economy from monetary shocks and imbalances
such as have occurred in the Iast few months.
rrWhen

I recal I how successful Iy the American Administration,
under President flixonrs very personal leadership, has over the past
two years worked to unfreeze the hosti le atmosphere between the
United States and its rival great power blocs, how profoundly the
Presidentrs initiatives have already transformed the world scene -then I find confidence that in the year which he has been pleased
to call rrThe Year of Europe" his Administration wil I do al I that
lies in its considerable power to reach agreement on the much lesser
problems that have arisen between the United States and their
long-established friends and allies in Europe. We in Europe must
work wi th equal dedication towards the same goal.
"That is, I trust, the spirit in which our enlarged Community
now go forward with its partners into a worthwhile, constructive,
and exciting future.rl
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COMMISSIONER CHEYSSON

o
o

Claude Cheysson, of France, is the newest member of the Comnission
of the European Communities. Effective April 19, he replaced JeanFrancois Deniau as the Commissioner responsible for the ECts budget
and financial supervision and for development aid and cooperation.
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Deniau, who had been a member of the Commission since 1967,
resigned to become Secretary of State in the French },linistry of
Foreign Affairs.

{

Cheysson, born on April 13, 1920, studied at the Ecole
Nationale dfAdministration and has held several posts in the French
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Ile was Ambassador to Indonesia from
1966 through 1970.
EC.YUGOSLAVIA COTTON AGREEMENT

The European Communityrs general ized preferences for cotton products
now include Yugoslav textiles as the result of an agreement signed
Apri I lB in Brussels. Signing the agreement for the Community was
Wolfgang Ernst, Director in the EC Directorate General for External

Relations. Mrs.

Mi I

ica Ziberna, Assistant Federal Secretary for
for Yugoslavia.

Foreign Trade, signed

The one-year pact suspends most bi lateral or uni lateral
quanti tative restrictions on texti les and fixes global cei I ings,
to be appl ied by the Yugoslav Federal Economic Chamber. Normal ly,
the ECrs generalized preferences for cotton products are reserved for
signatories of the Geneva long-term agreement on cotton texti les.

Negotiations for the renewal of the existi ng non-preferential
commercial accord between the Communi ty and Yugoslavia opened in
Brussels Apri I 12.
EC-NORWAY FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS

Agreenents establishing an industrial free trade zone between the
European Community and Norway are expected to be signed May 14 and
come into force July 1. The agreements, initialed April L7 in

Brussels, are subject to ratification by both parties.

The agreements would bring Norway into a 16-nation industrial
free trade zone, comprising the nine EC member states and the seven
member states of the European Free Trade Association (EFTA).
Norway, which had been accepted as an EC member, turned down fu1l
Community membership in a popular referendum last fa11.
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UN I ON

The European Communityrs nine member states rrattach as much importance
to vigorous action in the social field as to the achievement of
economic and monetary union." This declaration f rom the Paris t'summit',
last 0ctober was reinforced this month with the EC Commissionrs adoption
of social action program guidel ines. These guidel ines aim for the
completion of the first stage of "European social union, not Iater
than the end of the second stage of economic and monetary union -- that
i s, December Jl , 1976.

To promote ful I and better employment, the Commission's guidel ines
include the fol Iowing suggestions:

. Community contributions to employment premiums for creating new jobs
in developing and decl ining regions
o incentives from community funds to help mernber states set
retraining programs with guarantees against income loss

up

o a European center for vocation training
.

training, education, housing, and social protection for

worke rs

migrant
(

.

coord i nat
prob I ems

ion at

. a system of

Community-level

to tackle

womenrs employment

permanent collaboration between the EC Commission
national employment services to be set up by January l, lg7h.

and

Looking toward improved I iving and working conditions, the
commission's guidel ines cover the more equitable distribution of
income and wealth, the extension of social security programs, and ways
to humanize work organizations and methods. Examination of minimum
wages, implementation of the principle of equal pay for men and
women, possible abol ition of assembly I ine work, and possible
Communi ty-level support for unemployment benefi ts are among the
Commi ss ionrs proposal s.
The Commission's guidel ines also cal I for participation of al I
interested parties in the ECrs economic and social decisions. To
faci I itate such participation, the commission proposed the creation
of an lnstitute of Labor.
Th i s prel imi nary report by the commi ss ion wi I I form the bas i s
for discussions within and among al I community institutions. Final
proposals are expected to be submitted this fal I.
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TRANSITION TO ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNIONIS SECOND STAGE

Although disappointing in some respects, the first stage of economic
and monetary union has on the whole been successful. This appraisal
by the EC Commission comes as preparations begin for the transition
to the second stage on January 1, 1974. Ful1 economic and monetary
union is expected by 1980.

In analyzing the progress achieved so far early this month, the
to the Council drew the following conclusions
from the first stage of economic and monetary union:

Commissionrs memorandum

r Decisions already

made must

be consolidated

and

strictly applied.

o Structural and regional problems must be given priority to bring
the member states t economies closer together.
o Real responsibilities at the Comnunity level

must replace mere

cooperation between the nember states.

o AII aspects of

economic and monetary union should be better
understood throughout the Comnunity.
The memorandum set forth an
based on definite guidelines and
the second stage, the memorandum

o be necessary
union

action program for the second stage

principles.
said, must

to the proper functioning of

Measures taken during
economic and monetary

o respect the principle of parallelism in all fields
o ensure solidarity within the

Conmunity

o be consonant with all previous

and

future

measures

improve the Communityrs decision-making processes.
The action prognam also takes into account the fight against
inflation, the establishment of a Community identity toward the
outside world, and the pursuit of a Conmunity development policy.
Consultations with labor and management will be stepped up. An
Economic Analysis and Research Institute will be created.

During the second stage, which is projected to end Decernber 31,
L976, the Community institutions must assume new responsibilities.
The Commisslon memorandum thus stressed the need to improve the ECts
operating and decision-making processes. In particular, the
Commission will propose further strengthening of the European
Parliamentrs budgetary powers, beginning with the 1975 fiscal year.
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WoRTH QUoTING

This year has been called the Year of Europe, but not because Europe
was less important in 1972 or in 1969. The alliance between the
United States and Europe has been the cornerstone of all postwar
foreign policy...Our values, our goals, and our basic interests are
most closely identified with those of Europe. Nineteen Seventy Three
is the Year of Europe because the era that was shaped by decisions
of a generation ago is ending.. ..Our challenge is whether a unity
forged by a corunon perception of danger can draw new purpose from
shared positive aspirations. If we permit the Atlantic partnership
to atrophyr or to erode through neglect, carelessness, or mistrust,
we risk what has been achieved, and we shall miss our historic
opportunity for even greater achievement....The Atlantic nations must
join in a fresh act of creation, equal to that undertaken by the
postwar generation of leaders of Europe and America....The United
States will continue to support the unification of Europe. We have
no intention of destroying what we worked so hard to help build.
For us European unity is what it has always been -- not an end in
itself but a means to the strengthening of the West. We shall
continue to support European unity as a conponent of a larger
Atlantic partnership. -- Henry A. I(issinger, Presidential Assistant
for National Security, Speech to Th
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